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Ele troni spe trum of the three-dimensional Penrose latti e with  entral de oration by atoms is investigated using the tight binding model with the nearest-neighbor intera tion. Inverse parti ipation ratios, higher
moments of density probabilities, and fra tal dimensions of the system are determined. The wave fun tions
are riti al (have a power-law dependen e on the distan e) at all energies in the band and are multifra tal
measures leading to the entire spe trum of the exponents. The results show that the system is in the riti al
state of the metalinsulator transition. On riti al wave fun tions, the ubi root temperature dependen e of
the ondu tivity is obtained.
PACS: 71.23.Ft, 71.30.+h
1. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of ondu tivity show that at low
temperatures, perfe t quasi rystals (QC) behave
similarly to the onventional disordered ondu tors
(disordered metals and heavily doped semi ondu tors in the vi inity of the metalinsulator transition
(MIT)), and the possibility of the ele tron lo alization
delo alization (LD) in QCs now is a tively dis ussed.
It is known that in disordered ondu tors, the ele trons an undergo a transition to the insulating state
(Anderson lo alization) with the in reasing degree of
disorder. The ele tron diusion oe ient takes a
nite value in the ondu ting phase and vanishes in
the insulating phase, whi h is revealed by rossing of
the Fermi level at a ertain energy value alled the
mobility edge. Lo alization o urs for a su iently
strong disorder be ause of quantum interferen e ee ts
brought about by randomness of the disorder. At
nite temperature, a ording to the s aling theory
of the Anderson transition with intera ting ele trons
[1℄, the orre tion to the ondu tivity in the region
L < LT and  < LT (where L is the sample size,
LT = D~=T is the intera tion length, p
and D is the
diusion oe ient) is proportional to T . In the
region where   LT > L,   T 1=3 . Su iently
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far on the insulating side, the ondu tivity follows
the Mott law for a variable range hopping (VRH)
1=4
ondu tivity,  = 0 e (T0 =T ) .
Quasi rystals have an extremly high resistivity
value with a pronoun ed negative temperature oeient and a nite small ele troni ontribution to the
spe i heat. In ontrast to the onventional disordered ondu tors, QCs be ome more insulating with
in reasing the sample quality and annealing of defe ts.
The quality measure of a QC is the resistivity ratio
R = (4:2 K)=(300 K). More perfe t samples have
higher R, and R ranges from several units to two hundreds and even higher depending on the obje t and
sample quality.
Empiri ally, R an therefore serve as a parameter
to ontrol the MIT. The highest resistivity of all the
known quasi rystals o urs in the i osahedral i-Al-PdRe QC, where the value of resistivity at 4.2 K ex eeds
1 Om  m. Re ent experiments for i-Al-Pd-Re [2, 3℄
show that for samples with all dierent ratios R, a
square
p root temperature dependen e of ondu tivity
  T is ordinarily observed at T < 20 K. For samples with R of the order 20 and higher, this dependen e is repla ed by the   T 1=3 law at T < 5 K.
For samples with high R ( 45 and higher), a variable range hopping ondu tivity obeying the Mott law
 = 0 exp( (T0 =T )1=4) or even the EfrosShklowski
law  = 0 exp( (T0 0 =T )1=2 ) is observed. (The same
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temperature dependen es of  were obtained by other
authors for samples with slightly dierent values of
R [4, 5℄.) We thus see that the obvious analogy exists in the behavior of low-temperature ondu tivity
in perfe t QC and in disordered ondu tors near the
MIT, although the reasons for the ele tron lo alization
in these obje ts are dierent. This analogy is also valid
at the mi ros opi level.
In the theory of Anderson lo alization in disordered
ondu tors, one is interested in the ee t of a random potential on quantum-me hani al wave fun tions
(WF). When the randomness is weak, the WFs are extended throughout the entire system (metalli side of
the MIT), whereas at su iently high disorder, all WFs
be ome lo alized (insulator side of the MIT). In the
vi inity of the riti al point of the MIT, the WFs are
neither extended nor exponentially de aying; as numeri al al ulations show, they display a s aling behavior
and de rease with the distan e following a power law
( riti al WFs) [68℄.
Dis ussions of the problem of lo alization of ele troni states in QCs began immediately after their disovery (see, e.g., [9℄). High-resistive QCs are usually
attributed to the existen e of a deep pseudogap in the
density of ele troni states (DOS) at the Fermi level
(DOS at the Fermi level in QC is low but nite) and to
the tenden y of the ele trons at the Fermi level to be
lo alized. But the presen e of a pseudogap is not suf ient to explain the high value of resistivity; its main
reasons are seen in the low ele tron mobility, whi h is
obviously aused by the spe i symmetry of QC. From
the general standpoint, one an on lude that due to
self-invariant stru ture of QCs, the WFs must be ritial. The riti al behavior of the wave fun tions in QCs
has been well established in the ases of one- and twodimensional QCs [10; 1113℄. But for three-dimensional
systems (i osahedral quasi rystals), the rst publi ations were ontroversial [1416℄, and even some reent publi ations ontain the laim that in the threedimensional ase, the riti al nature of wave fun tions
may be lost to some extent [17, 18℄. At the same time,
other numeri al investigations of the ele tron spe tra
of low-order periodi approximants of i osahedral QCs
show that most of the WFs are still riti al, although
the ele tron spe trum does not ontain a hierar hi al
gap stru ture typi al of the Cantor set of measure zero
in one-dimensional QCs [1921℄. Thus, the problem exists and more information on the ele tron spe tra and
WFs is required in order to judge about the ele tron
lo alization in three-dimensional (i osahedral) QCs.
In this paper, we present the results of a numeri al investigation of the s aling behavior of the ele -
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tron spe trum and WFs of the three-dimensional Penrose latti e. The main information needed to hara terize the LD transition in QCs is obtained. The
inverse parti ipation numbers (the se ond moments
of the density probabilities) and the generalized inverse parti ipation numbers (higher moments) are obtained. Fra tal dimensions of the spe trum are obtained and riti al behavior of the WFs is studied.
The results are important for understanding the ele tron lo alizationdelo alization transition in i osahedral QCs. This work is a ontinuation of the previous ones [19, 20℄, where the singularities of the ele tron
spe trum of i osahedral QCs and the ee t of small perturbations on it have been studied using tight-binding
and level-statisti methods. In [19℄, singularities of the
ele tron spe trum were analized, and it was shown that
the spe trum is not Cantorian, but ontains a singular
part. In [20℄, we studied the inuen e of hemi al disorder and phasons on the ele tron spe trum by hanging
on-site energies and transfer integrals.
This paper is organized as follows. In Se . 2, we
onsider the main model approximations and al ulation te hnique. In Se . 3, the results of investigation
of the s aling behavior of the ele tron spe trum are
dis ussed. Se tion 4 ontains on lusions.
2. MODEL APPROXIMATIONS AND
CALCULATION TECHNIQUES

The ele troni spe trum of the three-dimensional
Penrose latti e (the AmmanKramer network) treated
as a stru tural limit of a sequen e of periodi ubi
approximants with in reasing period has been studied
in the framework of the tight-binding approximation
(TBA). The rst ve ubi approximants to the i osahedral QCs (1/1, 2/1, 3/2, 5/3, and 8/5) were investigated. We onsidered the entral de oration of approximants with atoms of one type, namely atoms with
one s-orbital per atom lo ated at rombohedral enters.
The unit ells of these approximants ontained 32, 136,
576, 2440, and 10330 atoms respe tively. The proje tion te hnique for onstru tion of approximants was
des ribed previously [19℄. To minimize the number of
adjustable parameters of the model, we used a Hamiltonian with onstant hopping integrals between nearest
neighbors (atoms).
The Hamiltonian was expressed as

H=

X jii" hij + X jiit
i

i

i6=j

ij hj j:

(1)

If atoms of only one type are present, the diagonal elements "i an be omitted. In this ase, the S hrödinger
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equation in the tight-binding approximation an be
written as

Xt
ij

ij j

= Ei

i;

(2)

where the transfer integrals are set equal to a nonzero
onstant tij = 1 only in the ase of the nearestneighbor atoms. The periodi boundary onditions
have been used to help redu e the size-dependen e effe ts.
We study the lo alization problem in the TBA
by al ulating the inverse parti ipation numbers (moments or 2q -norms of the wave fun tion) dened by the
relation

P

1

= jj

Pj
jj q = (Pj j
j
2

j j2q
;
j j2 q

)

jrj<R
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where d is the spa e dimensionality. They are assumed lo alized when their nite norms exist, and are
dened as  riti al,
 r , when they annot be
normalized in an innite spa e and are not delo alized. Strongly lo alized WFs orrespond to the ase
where = 1 and freely extended wave fun tions orrespond to the ase where = 0;
an be normalized
in three-dimensional ase only for  3/2. For extended states, the moments of the WF depend on the
system size as jj jjextended
 N 1 q , as follows from
2q
Eq. (3). For exponentially de aying lo alized fun tions,
we have jj jjexp:lo
 N 0 . We an therefore obtain the
2q
exponent of the wave fun tions by analyzing the system size dependen e of the moments al ulated in the
system of a su ient size. For the relative number of
states with moments jj jj2q  N , the integrated distribution fun tion dened as

I2q (

0:016

0
1

from whi h parti ipation ratios and fra tal dimensions Dq an be determined. P is alled the parti ipation number be ause it is the measure of the number
of sites that ontribute to a state of a given energy Ei .
The orresponding fra tion p = P=N of all the sites is
alled the parti ipation ratio. The value of p for q = 2 is
frequently used in the problem of ele tron lo alization.
The WFs were lassied in a ordan e with their
normalization integrals. They are onsidered delo alized if

Z
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Fig. 2.
Fra tal dimensionality (qp ) for dierent moments (2q-norms) of the spe trum (Dp=0 = 3 for all
approximants)

orre tion is negligible. The pro edure of nding the
exponent has been des ribed in [19℄ (also see [13℄
for two-dimensional Penrose latti e), and we here note
that the behavior of the fun tion (q; ) was analyzed
for the rst ve approximants, and as a result, the loalization exponent was found for ea h approximant
under investigation.
From the relation Pq  N Dq (q 1) , whi h is applied near the  riti al point, we obtained the fra tal
dimensions Dq of the system (here, N is the number of
atoms in the unit ell of an approximant).

jj q )
2

gives the integrated distribution of the exponents of a
power-law de ay for a spe ied system if the nite-size

3

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The results of al ulations are presented in Figs. 1
4. The behavior of the inverse parti ipation numbers,
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Distribution of the lo alization exponent

(  r ) on the energy band. The eigenstates are riti al at all
energies

parti ipation ratios (Fig. 1), and fra tal dimensions
(Fig. 2) shows that the ele troni states are neither
lo alized nor delo alized in all the onsidered approximants (the rst ve approximants were onsidered).
Indeed, the inverse parti ipation numbers P are proportional to N , where must vanish for lo alized
states be ause they t into a sample of a given size,
and = 1 for states uniformly extended over the entire sample. Be ause the al ulated value of P does
not satisfy both these limits, we an assume that the
WF or rather its envelope fall as an inverse power of
the distan e,  r . We next see (Fig. 2) that the
al ulated dimensions Dq of the system satisfy the inequalities D0 > D1 > D2 > : : : , where for all approximants, D0 is equal to topologi al dimension (3), and
the dimensions are therefore not simple fra tal, but
multifra tal. The multifra tality regime means that
the system is in the riti al state, and the WFs at riti ality are multifra tal measures leading to the entire
spe trum of riti al exponents. The spe trum of multifra tal dimensions has universal features for states in
the vi inity of the MIT. We an therefore on lude that
the ground state of the three-dimensional perfe t QC
is a riti al state of the MIT.
The results in Fig. 3 show that the WFs are riti al at all energies in the band. The dependen e
 r is typi al of the riti al state of the system. It is known that systems without hara teristi intrinsi length s ales obey homogeneity laws under res aling. The absen e of length s ales means that

some observable F shows a typi al homogeneity law
F (sx) = sk F (x), where k is alled the homogeneity exponent and s is a real number. This implies that the
res aling of x an be ompensated by a res aling of the
observable F . For real-valued fun tions F (x), the solution of the homogeneity equation is a power-law fun tion F (x)  xk . The fun tion  r is therefore a
solution of the homogeneity equation with the homogeneity exponent k = , and we have a s ale-invariant
behavior of the system, typi al of the riti al states. If
F (x) is a fun tional of powers q of those observables
that are involved in the denition of F (x) (i.e., moments in our ase), F (x)=F [q℄ (x), then in the simplest
situation, k (q ) dened by

F [q℄ (sx) = sk(q) F [q℄ (x)

is a linear fun tion of q . If k (q ) signi antly deviates
from linearity, the s aling behavior of F (x) is anomalous, and the system therefore shows the multifra tal
behavior [22℄. Cal ulations show that the multifra tal
behavior of the system be omes pronoun edly apparent
for higher-order approximants (5/3).
Considering the behavior of the lo alization exponent , we see that tends to a ertain value in the
thermodynami limit (N ! 1). It is known from the
theory of Anderson transitions that near the transition
into the diele tri (metalli ) state, the orrelation (loalization) length  tends to innity. As mentioned
above, the Anderson lo alization theory for intera ting
ele trons implies that  / T 1=3 at the riti al point
1124
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expression for  should involve some realization of .
Therefore, the result oin ides with the experiment
and predi tions of the s aling theory of lo alization for
the  riti al region of MIT.

Lo alization exponent
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Fig. 4.

The lo alization exponent (averaged over the
band) for dierent approximants

p

of the MIT, where   LT > L, with LT = D~=T
being the intera tion length [3℄. For QCs, the onventional pi ture of the Anderson lo alization in disordered systems is not relevant. In QCs, the ele troni
states an be lo alized by the quasiperiodi potential
itself, and as we have shown (Fig. 3), the WFs in the
three-dimensional QC behave as in the riti al state
of the MIT for onventional disordered systems. As
shown in [23℄, it is possible to obtain the  / T 1=3
dependen e by onsidering a variable range hopping
ondu tivity (VRH) on the riti al WFs. Following the
Mott pro edure, we dene the tunneling integral on the
riti al WFs as

I j

j  jR j  exp( 2 ln R):
2

2

(4)

We then dene the ondu tivity

 / I exp (

E )=kT );
where E = 3=(4R N (EF )) is the minimal a tivation
3

energy for hopping over the distan e R. The expression

exp( 2 ln R) exp( E=kT )
has

spe trum of the three-dimensional Penrose latti e

The result of investigating s aling behavior of
the ele tron spe trum for the rst several periodi
approximants (1/1, 2/1, 3/2, 5/3, 8/5) of the threedimensional Penrose latti e with entral de oration
have been presented. The riti al behavior ee ts
are visible even for these low-order approximants.
The al ulated WFs are  riti al for all energies
in the band and are multifra tal measures with the
entire spe trum of  riti al exponents. The ele troni states are more lo alized at the Fermi level
than at the bottom of the band. The results show
that the ba kground state of the perfe t regular
i osahedral QC should be the  riti al state of the
lo alizationdelo alization transition.
The nature
of ele tron lo alization in i osahedral quasi rystals
has been dis ussed previously [9, 19, 20℄, and it was
shown that this lo alization is unstable under small
perturbations (phasons, hemi al disorder, and the
magneti elds). The  riti al behavior of the WFs
an explain the experimentally observed power-law
dependen e of ondu tivity,  / T 1=3 . Cal ulating the
VRH probability on  riti al WFs, we immediately
obtain the  / T 2 =3 law. For oin iden e with the
experiment, the realization of the exponent should
be equal to 0.5 in the thermodynami limit. At the
same time, it is impossible to obtain the Mott law on
 riti al WFs for the VRH ondu tivity on insulating
side of the MIT, and new ideas are ne essary.
We are grateful to the Russian Foundation for Basi
Resear h (grant  03-02-16970) and the Royal Swedish
A ademy of S ien es for nan ial support.
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